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NLSS Gateway Version 2.3 Performance and Supported 
Devices  
The NLSS Gateways interoperate with many IP cameras and storage devices 
from leading vendors. This technical bulletin details performance and support for 
specific devices and formats in Gateway firmware version 2.3.25487.  Additional 
information can be found at www.nlss.com 
 
Performance 
The NLSS Gateways support simultaneous recording of video, viewing of video, 
and video analytics along with other functions of Access Control, Events, etc. 
Each of these operations has an impact on system performance. As the table 
below shows, there is a trade off between the number of video streams recorded 
vs. number of video analytic operations that can be run. Video Analytics (VA) 
requires the most system resources and is the limiting factor for performance of 
the system.  
 
Different operations require different levels of processing power. VA processing 
and accuracy depends on the video analytics behavior, the scene, lighting, and 
other factors, such as camera video quality, that cannot be controlled by the 
Gateway.   
 
A baseline level of one (1) is used to measure the impact of a video analytic 
behavior on the system. The table below shows the level of each video analytic 
operation on the system.  
 
Metric Level Video Analytic / Operation 
.5 Transcode – MPEG4 stream viewed on browser 
1 Live Video Analytic (All behaviors) 
2 Forensic Video Analytic (All behaviors) 
3 Forensic Video Analytics Face Capture 
 
VA has been improved in version 2.3 to give more consistent results provided 
with basic guidelines for use.  
 
VA Notes: 

• Optimum VA performance is H.264, 720p, 15 fps, 2Mbps 
• Higher frame rate increases the load on the system, but does not increase 

VA accuracy 
• Higher Resolution does not increase VA accuracy 
• Lower frame rate decreases VA accuracy 
• Lower resolution decreases VA accuracy 
• Gateway is currently limited to 4 VA. Additional VA can be configured and 

will use system resources, but will not generate events.  
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• Transcodes do not generate events, but are part of the VA Metrics. 
• Only one forensic VA can be run on a stream over a specific time period. If 

there is an overlap of time, the first forensic VA must be deleted before 
running the second. 

 
The actual performance will vary based on video codec, resolution, frame, rate, 
bit rate, IP camera, and network, but the following has been tested successfully. 
The streams are defined as H.264, 720p,15 fps, with bitrate of 2 Mb/s for VA. 
Non-VA streams can be H.264, 1080p, 30 fps with bitrate of 3 Mb/s. 
 
Platform # Video Analytics # Streams  
GW-500 4 8 
GW-500 2 16 
GW-500 0 16 
GW-3000 4 16 
GW-3000 2 32 
GW-3000 0 32 

 
IP Cameras 
Many IP cameras and encoders are compatible with the NLSS Gateways. 
Cameras from the same vendor that have the same video specification but 
different form factor or additional features should also be supported. Examples 
would be a dome camera that has been tested, and there is also a bullet camera 
with the same specifications, or a camera with the same video specifications that 
also has IR illumination. The complete list of supported cameras and encoders is 
available on the NLSS web site. 
 
Audio Codecs on IP Security Cameras 
The following audio codecs are supported: 

• G.711 
• G.726 
• Advanced Audio Codec (AAC) 

 
HTTP Streams 
The NLSS Gateways can stream MJPEG encoded video via HTTP “Server 
Push”. This is a common mechanism for some versions of IP Cameras to stream 
video. To display an HTTP stream, the user must configure the HTTP syntax and 
provide the user and password of the IP Camera. The syntax is vendor specific. 
See vendor documentation for example syntax.  
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RTSP Streams 
If an IP camera is not directly supported, or is not automatically discovered, and it 
supports RTSP, it can be added as a Camera. To display an RTSP stream, the 
user must configure the RTSP syntax and provide the user and password of the 
IP Camera. Example RTSP syntax of tested vendors is below.   
 
Manufacturer Default 

User 
Default 
Password 

Sample RTSP Syntax 

Axis Root Must be set rtsp://<ip_address>:554/mpeg4/media.amp 
   rtsp://<ip_address>:554/axis-

media/media.amp 
IQInvision Root system rtsp://<ip_address>:554/PSIA/Streaming/chan

nels/0 
Panasonic Admin 12345 rtsp://<ip_address>:554/MediaInput/mpeg4 
Pelco Admin blank rtsp://<ip_address>:554/stream1 
Sony Admin admin rtsp://<ip_address>:554/media/video1 
Arecont 
Vision 

Admin blank rtsp://<ip_address>:554/h264.sdp?res=half&x
0=0&y0=0&x1=1920&y1=1200&qp=20&doubl
escan=0&bitrate=65535&ssn=20 

Basler Admin admin rtsp://<ip_address>/h264 
Hikvision Admin 12345 rtsp://<ip_address> 
Honeywell adminis

trator 
1234 rtsp://<ip_address>/mpeg4 

 
 

 
External Storage 
The NLSS Gateways can use external storage via USB, eSATA, NFS, and 
iSCSI. Many external storage drives are compatible, but the following devices 
have been tested.     
 
Vendor Model Connection Storage Mount Syntax  
Iomega Prestige 

Series 
USB 2 TB N/A 

Iomega StorCenter 
Series 

NFS, iSCSI 4 TB <ip_address>:/nfs/folder_name 
<ip_address> 

MobileSTOR MS2UTN USB, eSATA 2 TB N/A 
Synology DS410j NFS 4TB <ip_address>:/nfs/folder_name 
Western 
Digital 

MyBook USB 1 TB N/A 

 
 


